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ABSTRACT

The experiment was carried out on the test loop HRTL-5, which simulates the

geometry and system design of a 5 MW Nuclear heating reactor. The analysis was

based on a one-dimensional two-phase flow drift model with conservation equations

for mass, steam mass, energy and momentum. Clausius-Clapeyron equation was

used for the calculation of flashing front in the riser. A set of ordinary equation,

which describes the behavior of two-phase flow in the natural circulation system,

was derived through integration of the above conservation equations in subcooled

boiling region,bulk boiling region in the heated section and in the riser. The method

of time-domain was used for the calculation. Both static and dynamic results are

presented. System pressure, inlet subcooling and heat flux are varied as input pa-

rameters. The results show that, firstly, subcooled boiling in the heated section and

void flashing in the riser have significant influence on the distribution of the void

fraction,mass flow rate and stability of the system,especially at lower pressure,sec-

ondly, in a wide range of two-phase flow conditions, only subcooled boiling occurs

in the heated section. For the designed two-phase regime operation of the 5 MW

nuclear heating reactor, the temperature at the core exit has not reaches its satura-

tion value. Thirdly, the mechanism of two-phase flow oscillation, namely*" zero-

pressure-drop" , is described. In the wide range of inlet subcooling (0 K<CAT <C28

K) there exists three regions for system flow condition, namely, (1) stable two-

phase flow, (2) bulk and subcooled boiling unstable flow, (3) subcooled boiling and

single phase stable flow. The response of mass flow rate, after a small disturbance

in the heat flux, is showed in the above inlet subcooling range, and based on it the

instability map of the system is given through experiment and calculation.



INTRODUCTION

Two-phase flow systems have widely used in nuclear power plants (especially

in boiling water reactors) , industrial boilers, chemical installations etc. Many inves-

tigations of two-phase flow, mainly of forced two-phase flow circulation, have been

carried out. Studies on natural circulation two-phase flow, most of them with high

system pressure, have also been performed.

In recent years, along with the development of nuclear heating reactors, two-

phase flows with natural circulation, low pressures and low steam quality have been

brought to more attention and have become an important area of research.

A nuclear heating test reactor (5 MW) developed by the Institute of Nuclear

Energy and Technology (INET) has been in operation since 1989Ci:i. Its primary

system operates at low pressure (1. 5 MPa) • low steam quality, and with natural

circulation. The steam quality at the exit of the reactor core is less than 1 %, the

void fraction due to low system pressure is relatively high. A long riser above the

fuel assemblies accommodates the steam-water mixture leaving the reactor core and

provides the driving force for the natural circulation. In order to investigate the hy-

drodynamic features of natural circulation in the primary loop of a pool-type and in-

tegrated vessel-type low temperature heating reactor (5 MW), a test loop (HRTL-

5), simulating the geometry and system desing of the reactor, was erected at IN-

ET. The primary loop consists of two parallel vertical sections risers and steam sep-

arators, one heat exchanger, one steam condenser and down comer, throttle valves

and conception tubes. The maximal power supply is 2X200 kW, the design pres-

sure for the loop is 2. 0 MPa, and the total height of the test system is about 7 m.

Desalinated water is used as working fluid. It enters the heated section with the re-

quired subcooling, leaves its exit as steam-water mixture, and flows through the ris-

er into the separator. The steam coming from the separator gets into the condenser,

from where the corresponding condensate flows back into the liquid section of the

separator. The saturated water flows from the separator through the heat exchang-

er, where it reaches the specified subcooling, through the throttle valve, which is

used for setting the resistance coefficient, and through the main flowmeter, and

then flows back through the channel throttle valves and channel flowmeters into

the inlet of the two heated sections, thus closing the natural circulation. The system

pressure and the inlet subcooling are adjusted by controlling the secondary mass

flow through the condenser and the heat exchanger, respectively.
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A series of experimental investigation have been performed with the help of

the loop. It was observed that subcooled boiling and void flashing, which is caused

by pressure drop in the riser, have a great influence on the flow instability of the

natural circulation system. The void fraction caused by subcooled boiling in the

heated section is very important for neutronic feedback in a low temperature heat-

ing reactor. The void fraction caused by void flashing in the adiabatic riser can in-

crease the circulation mass flow rate. So it is necessary to obtain a realistic result for

the distribution of the void fraction along the heated section and the riser. Recently

theoretical interpretation of these experimental results has been initiated by a com-

puter simulation, taking into account subcooled boiling in the heated section and

void flashing in the riser.

The following studies are focused on the effect of subcooled boiling and of void

flashing on the distribution of the void fraction and on the natural circulation flow,

using a non-linear non-equilibrium hydrodynamic model.

1 ANALYTICAL APPROACH

Typical two-phase flow patterns for heated section and riser are shown in

Fig. 1. The subcooled single-phase fluid enters the heated section at Z = 0 . Non-e-

quilibrium boiling begins at Zs» saturated boiling at Zs (Fig. la) . When the satura-

tion temperature is not reached at the end of heated section ZH, the non-equilibrium

steam condenses partially or completely (Fig. lb) at the inlet of the riser, thereby

increasing the liquid temperature. If the liquid is still subcooled (Fig. lb) , flowing

up the riser it reaches finally saturation temperature due to gravity pressure drop,

and void flashing begins at ZF. The computer simulation rests on a one-dimensional

two-phase flow drift model with the following conservation equations for mass,

steam, energy, and momentum.

Mass conservation:

. J = 0 (1)

steam conservation-

energy conservation;
Uq d r 3 r

—T = ^ L ( l — C)<°F^F + C ( °D^DJ+ ^ r [ ( l — £)f>FtvFhF -\- epoivDhD] (3)

A at dz

momentum conservation:
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Fig. 1 Two-phase flow pattern in the test loop
a) Non-equilibrium and saturated boiling in the heated section i

void flashing in the riser starting at ZF = ZH- b) Only Non-equilibrium

boiling in the heated section t void flashing in the riser starting at ZT~>ZH.

The investigated system consists of a subcocled single-phase region, a sub-

cooled boiling region,a bulk boiling region in the heated section,a two-phase region



in the adiabatic riser, which is divided into smaller sections in order to calculate void

flashing exactly, and a single-phase region in the subcooler and down-comer. To

solve the equations by an integration method» it is necessary to convert them into

suitable forms.

1. 1 Equations for the Heated Section

From Eqs. (1) » (2) and (3) we obtain the equation for the enthalpy of water:

O I- , _ „ » -1 i O
= UqA~ l

AD

r

- l

% *-" (8)
D

T
From Eqs. (1) and (5) we get the equation for the void fraction:

d . d PF 3

+
The equation for the steam velocity can be derived form Eqs. (2) and (5) :

1. 2 Equations for the Adiabatic Riser

From Eqs. (1) and (3) we get the equation for void fractions:

3

with

Atpo) + ^-(eftjifD) = M l — £) -prr + £(°D -f^r ( I D
rfC dz r ' '** ' ̂  '

DT

a a a a a
- A f t - / > , -ho. - - A n , -

^ = - [Q - e)fr + eft,]* (12)

(13)

From Eqs. (9) and (11) we obtain the equation for the steam velocity:

a
- w D =

for the flashing front we use the Clausius-Clapeyron equation;

dp _ lOOOr
d T ~ T ( f r -

Through integration of Eq. (8) from Z = 0 to Z = ZN and from Z = ZN to Z = Zs»

and of Eq. (14) from Z = ZF to Z = Ziotime dependent parameters,viz. ,the sub-

cooled boiling front (ZNi),the bulk boiling front(Zs) »and the flashing front (ZF)

are determined. Time dependent average void fractions in each region are obtained
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through integration of Eqs. (9) and (11) in each corresponding region. Velocities

in needed positions can be obtained by integration of Eqs. (10) and (13). Finally,

the relationship of various parameters can be determined by integration of momen-

tum equation (4) over the closed loop. Thereby we achieve a system of ordinary

differential equations which simulate the thermohydraulic behavior of the natural

circulation loop. The group of equations is solved by the Runge-Kutta-Verner 5th

and 6th order method. Describing the time dependence of only a few local parame-

ters in each region is sufficient to get a general physical understanding of the natu-

ral circulation in the loop and saves computing time.

2 RESULTS FOR STEADY STATE

Fig. 2 shows the mass flow rate, obtained from experiment and two different

calculation models NCBF and NOBO, as a function of the heat flux. NCBF is a mod-

el which considers subcooled boiling, bulk boiling in the heated section> and void

flashing in the adiabatic riser, while NOBO only takes account of bulk boiling in the

heated section. It can be seen that both models predict the experimental mass flow

rate well under a system pressure of 1. 5 MPa, and that in the low heat flux region

the agreement with experimental data is better in the case of NCBF. The designed

operating heat flux for the 5 MW heating reactor is abut 200 kW/m2. So NCBF

should be used in practical analysis.
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m(NOBO)
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heat flux A W - m
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Fig. 2 Mass flow rate in the test loop HRTL-5

Other parameters predicted by the two models, such as void fraction, water

temperature, boiling fronts, etc. , show obvious differences. These differences have
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a strong effect on the dynamic behavior. Fig. 3 presents the distribution of the void

fraction along the heated section and the riser. In NOBO, bulk boiling occurs at the

end of the heated section, between a bulk boiling front (Z s =0. 53 m) and the end

of the heated section (Zs = 0. 58 m). At the inlet of the riser the void fraction de-

creases due to the increased flow area, then it remains unchanged up to the end of

the riset. In NCBF, subcooled boiling occurs much earlier in the heated section, be-

tween the subcooled boiling front (ZN = 0. 25 m) and ZH. There is no bulk boiling

in the heated section, because the water temperature does not reach the saturated

temperature at the end of the heated section. The void fraction at the inlet of the

riser decreases due to the increased flow area and the condensation of subcooled

bubbles coming from the heated section. After part of the subcooled bubbles con-

dense , the water at the inlet of the riser reaches its saturated temperature, and ther-

mal equilibrium is reached at this position. In riser the void fraction increases be-

cause of void flashing. The flashing process can be explained as follows. As the fluid

is flowing up, the static pressure decreases due to friction, acceleration and, mainly,

gravity pressure drop. Therefore, water and steam are overheated, and the differ-

ence of the two saturated enthalpies of water and steam between the corresponding

two points is released. The released energy evaporates part of the water. So the void

fraction increases along the adiabatic riser. By the way, void flashing is a quasi ther-

mal-equilibrium process. Two experimental points representing void flashing in the

riser are given in Fig. 3. Flashing is well predicted by NCBF.
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Fig. 3 Distribution of the void fraction in heated

section and riser as predicted by the two models



Fig. 4 shows the temperature TH and the saturation temperature TH. of the wa-

ter at the exit of heated section Zu» and the mixture temperature Tm at the inlet of

riser,in dependence the inlet subcooling at Z = 0 . The mixing temperature is defined

as

cpG
(15)

210

205 -

K 200 -

i.
I 195

190

\
\

/>=1. 5MPa

9 = 2 0 0 kW • m J

TH

1 HS
_ . — . . rV

• TEST

\

*" \ \

10 20 30

inlet subcooling/K

40

Fig. 4 Temperature at the exit of the heated section and at the inlet of the riser

It is the fictive maximal water temperature which would be reached if all the

steam were condense. If Tm is greater than TH.» equilibrium will be reached by con-

densation of the non-equilibrium bubbles from the heated section, and there will be

a void fraction at the inlet of the riser. The greater the difference Tm and TH» » the

greater the void fraction will be. If Tm is smaller than TH»> there will be no void

fraction at the inlet of the riser, the void in the upper, part of the riser is then purely

caused by flashing. When the inlet subcooling is small, TH equals TH, , which means

that there is bulk boiling in the heated section. In a wide range of medium inlet sub-

cooling , TH is smaller than TH. » and Tm greater than TH», which means that there

is subcooled boiling only in the heated section, and the non-equilibrium bubbles

from the heated section are partly condensed, and equilibrium bubbles exist in the

inlet of the riser. When the inlet subcooling is large, TH and Tm are below the satu-

ration temperature TH. » which means that subcooled boiling occurs in the heated

section and flashing begins not at the inlet but at the flashing front Z? of the riser.

After TH has reached Tm • all types of boiling disappear. The saturation temperature
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at the exit of the riser is Tko = 198- 3'C» and the maximal temperature TH. =

199. 0"C. The difference (AT™.,) between TH, and Tko is a measure for the flashing

ability. The difference AAHJ^^ATHVI of the saturation enthalpies of water between

inlet and exit of the riser will determine the conversion of a part of the water into

steam.

Fig. 5 shows the void fraction at inlet and exit of the riser in dependence on

the inlet subcooling. The difference between CR3 and eK is the flashing void fraction.

For small AT, the flashing void fraction is small, because, firstly, in this case TH,»

namely ATHI« is low (see Fig. 4) and so the flashing ability is poor, secondly, the

absolute value eK is high in this region, so the same amount of flashed steam quality

brings less increase of void fraction. At high AT,subcooled boiling begins very late,

and there is no bulk boiling in the heated section. The non-equilibrium void is fully

condensed at the inlet of the riser. The water temperature at the inlet of riser does

not reach its saturation value after the condensation of subcooled bubbles. As the

water flows up, a point (flashing front) ZF is reached at which the water reaches

its saturation temperature, and void flashing begins. The flashing void fraction

reaches its maximal value when £K becomes zero and pure flashing begins in the ris-

er. Then the flashing void fraction decreases, because the flashing span becomes

small. The saturation temperature at the exit of the riser is Tko= 170. 4°C , and the

maximal temperature TH .= 171. 8"C , so that the flashing ability is about two times

greater than at 1. 5 MPa. The calculates for a system pressure of 1. 5 MPa are simi-

lar to those obtained at 0. 8 MPa. But subcooled boiling in the heated section and

flashing in the riser are not so intense as 0. 8 MPa.

10
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Fig. 5 Void fraction at inlet and exit of the riser



3 RESULTS FOR DYNAMIC

Based on the results for steady state, the behavior of dynamic of the 5 MW

heating reactor is investigated. The mechanism of flow oscillation is described as the

following: In the case of a little decrease in the inlet flow velocity, the steam volume

in heated section and riser increases with a certain delay. The growing difference in

mass density between the single phase flow in the downcomer and the two-phase

rising flow accelerates the natural circulation in the closed loop. Thereby the origi-

nal negative perturbation in the flow velocity is gradually balanced and overbal-

anced , so that a positive deviation of the flow velocity results. In this way flow oscil-

lations develop. If the excited oscillations finally die away, the system is stable, if

asymptotically flow oscillations with a constant amplitude (limit cycle) remain, the

system is unstable. Self sustained oscillations are favored, if changes in the pressure

drop in two-and single-phase sections partially compensate each other, as a result of

suitable phase lags. Fig. 6 represents calculated relative changes in the liquid velocity

WE at the entrance of the heated section, after a short perturbation, starting at / =

0. The examples differ in the subcooling at the entrance of the heated section- Ts

—TE, TS: saturation temperature, TE : liquid temperature at Z = 0. For subcoolings

in the range O^Ts — TE<C14. 6 K a stable two-phase flow exists in the test loop at

system pressure of 1. 5 MPa and a heat flux of 200 kW/m2.

Correspondingly, at a subcooling of 14. 0 K the oscillation amplitudes decay.

The amplitude ratio of consecutive oscillations, the decay ratio Y\+i/Y\ (Fig. 6) ,

is a measure of the flow stability. If the inlet subcooling is increased to 14. 6 K the

decay ratio approaches 1. Using this criterion, the stability boundary can be deter-

mined from the analysis of the non-linear system in the time domain. A measure of

the instability is the amplitude of the limit cycle. For instance, an increase of the in-

let subcooling from 1 4 . 6 K t o l 4 . 8 K results in an increase of the oscillation ampli-

tude from 3% to 11% (Fig. 6). At high subcoolings a stable single-phase flow ex-

ists. So, if we continue to increase the subcooling in the instability region, a second

stability boundary is reached. According to the calculating model this upper bound-

ary is close Ts — T E = 26 K. The analysis shows that for the instability range of

14. 6 K<CTs—TE<26 K only non-equilibrium boiling occurs in the heated section;

the saturation temperature is never reached at Z». The increase of the volumetric

steam fraction by void flashing can be traced in Fig. 7 through several sub-zones of

the riser. The propagation of the density wave in the riser is evident from the time
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lag between amplitude maxima in consecutive zones. It depends on the velocity of

the steam. The analysis of one-and two-phase flow pressure drop changes close to

the lower and upper stability boundary confirms that self-sustained oscillations are

related to a 180 degree lag, Fig. 8. In spite of great differences in the absolute one-

and two-phase pressure losses (A/>iPh = 3360 Pa, A/»2ph = 22837 Pa) , the amplitudes

of the pressure drop oscillations are nearly equal. They oscillate in counter-phase,

the absolute change of the total pressure drop during the mass flow oscillations is

close to zero. This "zero-pressure-drop" is the main cause for the instability.

I

rs-rE=i2.7K

ij \j \j \j \l V v V t n

SilAAM
\\\\
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10 20
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Fig. 6 Relative oscillation amplitudes of the

inlet velocity zv^ for different inlet subcoolings

/>=1. 5MPa, 9 = 1 kW/m*
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The main control parameters of a heating reactor with natural circulation are

power and subcooling. Therefore, experimental and theoretical data on flow instabil-

ity are provided in power-subcooling stability maps. Fig. 9 displays the calculated

stability map of the INET test loop HTRL-5 at a system pressure of 1. 5 MPa, and

six results of experimental tests for comparison. In accordance with the oscillation

phenomena in Fig. 6 (at a heat flux of 200 kW/m2) , there are two stability bound-

aries, dividing the (heat flux, subcooling) stability map in three regions: The stable

single-phase and deep subcooled boiling flow region A, the unstable two-phase flow

region B, characterized by coupled flashing-density wave oscillations, and the stable

two-phase flow region C. The upper boundary limits essentially the single-phase op-

eration of a heating reactor, the lower boundary limits the two-phase operation.

as
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50 r ~NOBOi
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I ^ ^ "7

3 0 ••
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£ 20 \

I
10 L
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150 200 250 300 • 350 400 450

heat flux/kW • m'

Fig. 9 Stability map of the test loop HRTL-5

/>=l-5 MPa

The two calculating models NCBF and N0B0 have been applied to evaluate the
lower stability boundary. Fig. 9 indices that NCBF is in better agreement with ex-
periment than N0B0. The upper stability boundary in the deep subcooled boiling
flow region can be predicted by NCBF only.

4 CONCLUSION

At low steam quality and low system pressure, natural circulation is dominat-

ed by non-equilibrium boiling and void flashing. A calculating model has been devel-

oped to study the thermohydraulic characteristic of nuclear heating reactor, and the

mechanism of self-sustained flow oscillations in this regime.

The flashing ability increases with increasing length of the riser, and decreases

with increasing system pressure. For a system with short heated section, long riser



and low pressure, there is almost no void fraction in the heated section, but a large

void fraction is in the riser. So the mass flow rate can be rather high. Evaluated sta-

bility boundaries for the INET test loop HTRL-5 can be verified in good agreement

with experimental test results.
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LIST OF SYMBOL

A flow area

Co distribution parameter in Drift-Model

cp specific heat capacity at constant pressure

G mass flux

g acceleration of gravity

h specific enthalpy

p pressure

q heat flux

Qc heat condensed from subcooled vapor to water ( W / m )

Rn radius of subcooled steam bubble

r latent heat

T temperature ("C )

AT inlet subcooling (7*.—7*E)

t time

U perimeter of heated rods

Vdj relative velocity in Drift-Model

xv velocity

z running distance above inlet of heated section

(p fraction of heat-generated vapor at surface of heated rod

p density

SUBSCRIPTS

D vapor
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F water of flashing front

FD difference between vapor and water properties

/ resistance

g gravity

H exit position of heated section

HK difference between inlet and exit of riser

K riser

Ki subsection i of riser

1 local

m mixing

N net vapor generating point (subcooled boiling front)

S bulk boiling front

s saturated condition

W wall of heated rods
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